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Thought For The Week: "And as you would that men should do to you, do you also to them in like manner."
													Luke 6:31

THE PURITAN ON THE PODIUM By Arnis Luks
Over this past weekend I have read multiple news articles on the trauma as a result of domestic violence.
Numerous images and story-lines place you psychologically within that family’s tragic situation. The articles are
deliberately meant for you to visualize yourself in amongst them and the rightness of the news report.
The question of what circumstances brought about the tragedies, what were the main causal factors were never
mentioned nor considered?
Janet Albrechtsen goes some way to respond to the political purposes behind the propaganda here:
A pox on the menacing face of modern feminism By Janet Albrechtsen
…enfeebled women and menacing men…

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/inquirer/a-pox-on-the-menacing-face-of-modern-feminism/news-story/87db14b3699dedfce153b9c0e0d20be6

The ‘collective guilt’ behind such a psychological media-driven campaign is directed against all males.
Mentioned in one article was of young boys being encouraged/directed to apologise to the young girls in the
classroom. Brauer College, Warrnambool, Victoria. Public humiliation and collective shame are some of the
Soviet's brainwashing techniques refined by the communist Chinese against their own population and against
prisoners of war in Korea. https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Mayer%20WE%20-%20Brainwashing_The_Ultimate_Weapon.pdf
Statistics and Truth
I believe it was Stalin who said: the death of one is a tragedy, but the death of a million is a statistic.
Statistics can be used to argue from any particular point of view. For instance, domestic violence can be
perpetrated by either, male or female. Also, male on male violence, nor female on female is identified. I’m not
aware of any statistic identifying the separation of same sex violence, against hetero sex violence. Nor from
any who happen to identify differently from their biological birth-sex. Statistics can be used to argue from any
particular point of view. What is important is to recognise the purpose and intent behind this barrage of media
propaganda.
When the media presents images of a smiling baby, or fluffy toys, these images are psychological tools to
depict the horror of one act of domestic violence by a deranged individual and yet the same news outlets fails to
acknowledge the mass death of hundreds of thousands from within the same state who happened to be a couple
of months younger than the pictured smiling baby. South Australia has the inglorious statistic of over 200,000
“successful” abortions since the law was first liberalised in 1969.
Equally as inconsistent, other news articles condemning organ harvesting by China from those practicing
Falun Gong, and the hideous practice of organ harvesting from the not yet born. A litany of smug superiority and
humbug on the part of the news outlets - hubris leading to nemesis.
COVID 19 and Statistics
News reports about current India death rates fail to point out the historical everyday ‘daily’ death rate of
25,000 per day for both India and China with their vast populations, and the reducing death rate per thousand
since the 1950’s till today of 3:1; – 3 then and 1 now – statistics for propaganda purposes.
10% of that normal ‘daily’ death rate is now categorized as caused by COVID. This is while the PCR test cannot
isolate to identify COVID 19. The exaggerated reports are propaganda to rush us over the cliff to dictatorship.
Indian Government calls critical article in Murdoch paper 'malicious, slanderous' :
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/govt-calls-critical-article-in-murdoch-paper-malicious-slanderous/articleshow/82267060.cms

Further to these reports are other menacing articles
about 'us' heading towards another great war. This
compounding narrative contains 'The Big Idea' of the
World Planners.
Extract The Social Crediter Vol 18 No 06 April 12 1947
Common Sense and The Vote by Hewlett Edwards
For ten years nothing could stand against the armies
of Napoleon. In 1808 the Duke of Wellington (then
General Wellesley) suggested the diversion of a minor
expeditionary force, to Spain, "This simple expedient,
born in May, 1808, somewhere between the Irish
Office and his house in Harley Street ... raised on the
smooth surface of the Empire the 'Spanish Ulcer' which
ultimately drained its strength.": The Duke's fancy - his
light horse - eventually broke the heavy brigade of
Napoleon Bonaparte.
The Heavy Brigade
During the last decade of the nineteenth century the
London School of Economics was founded by Fabians;
the project being supported (and later endowed in a
bequest of some half million pounds) by Sir Ernest
Cassel, who was then, in association with Jacob Schiffand Messrs. Kuhn Loeb of New York, a major focus of
financial power. The plan was put into effect by Sydney
Webb and Lord Haldane, who made it clear that "Our
objective is to make this institution a place to raise and
train the bureaucracy of the future Socialist State" - but
it was one thing to prepare these socialist servants of
monopoly, and another to put them into effective control
of national affairs. The solution of this dilemma was
stated without scruple: "Only in war, or under threat of
war, will a British Government embark on large scale
planning"; and, after the comforting substantiation of the
required war, this idea was confirmed by Mr. Anthony
Eden: "It seems that our New Order must be built
through war, but it will be built just the same".
Indoctrinated bureaucracy was duly injected into the
Administration, the most recent of a series of similar
changes, each of which has followed a policy which is
unmistakable.
In 1930 Professor H. J. Laski laid it down that
"education is the clear foundation upon which the minds
of men can be controlled," and this suggests the means
for the "control of purpose" advocated by Archbishop
Temple. Control of the individual is the dominating
policy; of his mind and his purpose—yes—the control of
his activities already being pretty well in hand".
It would be redundant to quote instances of the
imposition of this policy; they are innumerable, and each
in violation of the essence of the British Constitution,
whereby under it, "a man is free to live, by no man's
leave, underneath the law."
It is this condition which is to be destroyed. Shadowy
influence is everywhere: behind the parliamentarians in
the initiation of legislation: in the drafting of Bills: and
among those who draw up the Party programmes.
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At this point the policy to be injected becomes emulsified
for the digestion of electors; whether it is presented in
the mould of ideology, or pulped with current catchwords
which may be construed as some aspect of what the
ordinary man does want. Mr. Eden's "Nation of Property
Owners" strikes a note resounding as Big Ben and hollow
as an eggshell; while Mr. Churchill's recent reference to
the "pure and mobile thought'' of the U.S.A. electorate is
above the common sense which observes the gyrations
of their President in the effort to 'capture' their votes.
To say that 'strings are pulled' is crude representation of
the ceaseless flow of propaganda which inculcates just
that blend of misinterpreted facts, noble sentiments and
delusive proposals which will carry over into law some
further binding down of the ordinary man to the will of
those who want it so. In the outcome — the calculated
sequence of a false relationship between men and things
— is to be found the deployment of the heavy brigade.
"The one essential about common sense is ... the
decisive exercise of judgment; whether to do this thing
or that, whether to do either of them or nothing at all."
Inadequate knowledge of facts, distortion of information,
unscrupulous propaganda, the debased use of words,
confused thought; all are contributory to a deterioration
which amounts to paralysis in the use of common sense
by the ordinary man. — End of Extract
250,000,000 Take To The Streets in India to Protest
The largest peaceful protest in the history of humanity
took place in India on November 26, 2020 where a
staggering 250,000,000 pan-India stood together in a
worker’s strike. Why? Against the nefarious farm bills
surreptitiously passed without debate during lockdown,
threatening food sovereignty, livelihood of farmers and
accelerating the globalist takeover of the food supply.
This report from our ABC fails to get anywhere near the
root of the problem, nor to accurately report the numbers:
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-03-16/sydney-indiancommunity-tensions-grow-over-farmers-protest/13249732 …

250 Million people – the largest strike in history

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9maFJewHOg

I’m OK, You’re not OK – Or Pulpil For Beginners
Many years ago, as part of my personal development
and training, the company I worked for sent me, along
with my colleagues, to a retreat for team-building. The
facilitator happened to be a well-known psychologist,
who spoke of and explained the psychological “okay
Corral” of Franklin H Ernst Jr, M.D..

http://franklinernst.com/Publications/Guide%20to%20OK%20Corral.pdf

Understanding this psychological model will assist to
identify where someone is coming from in what they say
or do. Another tool to be aware of is “pulpil” of which
Gilad Atzmon will explain here: https://gilad.online/
writings/2020/5/18/pilpul-for-beginners
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Understanding the use and technique of both these
'tools of argument' are important if you wish to
uncover the truth of any matter.
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The Trivium - again
I remember Dolly Parton once mentioning in regard
to a mass shooting of young people, that it was not only
the victims, it was also the young perpetrator who was
lost during that tragic event. This was a telling comment,
to consider the mental state and circumstances of the
suspect or perpetrator in any assessment of a tragedy.
CH Douglas in “Causes of War” mentions the direct
correlation of bankruptcies with suicides. Images of
the 1929 financial collapse, of men losing everything
and jumping from buildings to their imminent death
reinforces this correlation. In that instance, the planned
and executed financial catastrophe was the trigger for
moving people into a state of complete despair. Can we
find other influences that move people into this state of
complete despair?
In a recent "UK Column" broadcast, statistics were
provided in regard the suicide of over 1,000 (military)
personnel as a result of illegal garnishing of their wages
under the banner of child support, compounded by their
inability to achieve adequate child visitation rights.
The individuals responsible for administration of this
Act within that bureaucratic department, were not only
mentioned, but images provided. They have faces and
names. The “state” is made up of real flesh and blood
people. They see their position as one of power over
others and not of service — public servant —
...I'm OK, you're Not OK.
State sanctioned brutalising caused these military
personnel to go over the edge. The current state
sanctioned brutalising of our isolated, elderly, in-firmed
and vulnerable under the COVID 19 restrictions does
not enter into any set of statistics, and yet the morbidity
outcome may be the same. The psychological trauma
inflicted upon our young by extended isolation and mask
wearing may not surface statistically in the future, but the
damage will have been done none the less.
Tradition as Wisdom – Or Falling For The Shadow
Tradition may be described as the simple man’s
wisdom. Tradition places the father and mother as the
ordained custodians of the family unit, marriage as a
holy Sacrament between three parties, husband, wife and
God. The lioness at the gate guards her young charges
and develops and nurtures them in the sanctity of their
family home. It is this foundational role of motherhood
that is under the greatest challenges by these pedlars of
propaganda.
The role of motherhood is discounted to our peril.
The role is not sufficiently weighted in our minds to
cause sustainable social stability. The reverse is actually
occurring — by edict against the nuclear family.
The ‘child endowment’ payment was originally
instituted to foster and support the nuclear family. The
breadwinner’s wages were also biased to support the
same. There was a time when our elites actively pursued
the building up of our society, rather than as is now, the
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deconstruction of this most foundational unit of society.
Where are the advocates of today that support the nuclear
family? Especially, in this age of automation, advanced
control and robotics, where the necessity for work is
hugely diminished. God's kingdom is one of plenty, not
scarcity, an abundance. Where are the advocates to bring
about God's kingdom? Why is there silence from those
who should be making the most noise about these issues?
State as Mother and Father
The “state” is an abstraction. The administrators of
each state function have a name, they reside somewhere,
and they need to be held to account for their individual
actions. Equally, we as individuals need to accept
personal responsibility and live out our lives accordingly.
We cannot expect others to be held to account while we
hide from life under the table. Worse still, is to avoid
making decisions altogether and allow others to do that
for us. You become a slave to someone else’s whim.
Speech, thought, travel, medical choices, dietary choices,
work choices, career choices, all these freedoms are
under attack in the planned future society, managed by
‘other’ people. Our Constitution, whereby under it,
"a man is free to live, by no man's leave,
underneath the law."
Why are they doing this?
The deconstruction of our society is a planned event
no doubt. You may label those bringing this about as
feminist, communist, internationalist or totalitarianist.
The intent is the same, to de-construct our civilisation
and remake it in the image of the communist slave
state. We are at war, a war currently at the stage of
demoralization against our culture and we are now at the
point of crisis before collapse. For the most part, it is a
war on our minds. We either have the vitality to respond
against this coordinated and determined attack, or we
face collapse and defeat.
What Does the Response Look Like? –
A Deliberate Act of Free Will
Individual initiative, which must include courage,
personal discipline and development, are the counters
to the collectivist state of mind – the crowd. Each week
our readers are provided with an multitude of choice for
further reading and viewing - personal discipline and
development. You can be a full time / part time ‘advocate
for freedom with responsibility’, as a deliberate act of
free will, overcoming fear with courage.
It is time to accept this civilisational challenge,
to move back amongst the community and take the
initiative with this act of free will. The lockdown ‘must
be managed’ while these things occur, but they still must
take place. There is always a way of achieving those
things which appear difficult or even impossible. The
parable of the ‘barren fig tree’ is of this very point.
By destroying manhood, they advocate (for women)
to only find meaningful expression within the workforce
- as an economic unit. This is the debasement of
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traditional womanhood with the deconstruction of the
nuclear family unit – from the beginning it was not so:
Matthew 19: 3 And there came to him the Pharisees
tempting him, and saying: Is it lawful for a man to put
away his wife for every cause?
Who answering, said to them: Have ye not read, that he
who made man from the beginning, Made them male and
female? And he said: For this cause shall a man leave
father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife, and they
two shall be in one flesh. Therefore now they are not two,
but one flesh. What therefore God hath joined together,
let no man put asunder.
They say to him: Why then did Moses command to give a
bill of divorce, and to put away?
He saith to them: Because Moses by reason of the
hardness of your heart permitted you to put away your
wives: but from the beginning it was not so.
Childcare worker sacked for refusing flu vaccine
loses legal appeal

https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/childcare-worker-sackedfor-refusing-flu-vaccine-loses-legal-appeal-20210421-p57l37.html

The Crowd - Gustave Le Bon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YWsU5rXDFVc
René Girard, in a recently viewed video, discusses
in detail Peter’s thrice denial of knowing or associating
with the Christ. Gripped by fear, Peter was unable to
overcome at that time. Peter’s mimicking archetypal
behaviour can grip us all. To step out and away from
the security of the crowd requires a deliberate act of
free will. It may also require personal sacrifice, loss of
prestige. It might even require pain and suffering as most
of Christ's disciples found.
It was the crowd which called for our Lord's crucifixion.
A deliberate act of free will to step out and away from
the crowd, is the greatest creative opportunity we have
been given. It is an act of faith. We enter the unknown,
the uncomfortable, the demanding, an area of personal
risk.
Major William Mayer in his work “Brainwashing:
The Ultimate Weapon” reports that prisoners huddled in
a group to keep warm while two (emaciated and soiled)
prisoners were bodily picked up and thrown outside by
their fellow prisoners to their imminent death (from the
elements), while those who could have intervened to save
them did not - indifference and conformity to the crowd.
Should we expect our Christian walk of faith to
demand any less from us than those early disciples
and Christians?
God has given us the necessary tools, the greatest of
which is faith. We must choose to put these tools to good
use, to step out and away from the security of the crowd
and stand apart, proclaim and establish His kingdom on
earth as it is in heaven. It starts with every conversation,
interaction and thought – to right what is wrong. ***
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Even though the incidence of Covid 19 cases has
declined, there is a threat that Australia may follow other
moves and introduce a ‘vaccination passport’.
What does that mean? It means you would be required
to show proof of being vaccinated before gaining access
to a variety of services and facilities. It would be an
extension of the current ruling where we are denied entry
to Aged Care facilities to visit relatives UNLESS we
prove our status of vaccination.
Of course once established it would likely be required
to access banking, supermarkets, fuel stations, medical
centres, sporting and social events.
It would become a Licence to Live
We have the basic right to choose whichever means
available to achieve good health so we can avoid illness
like Covid 19 but the passport would be available only to
vaccinated people.
The whole system would be much like the Chinese
surveillance system and has no place in our country.
Please use the Form letters attached to this issue of
On Target to register your opposition to the passport.
One letter is for sending to your State Premier who sits at
National Cabinet where this matter is likely to be on the
agenda.
The other letter is for sending to your Senators who
may be the ones to save us if the passport is part of
legislation.
BEFORE you begin to sign it, please make some
copies for sending to several Senators. Make sure some
ALP Senators as well as Coalition Senators receive a
letter from you.
Even more important will be the Independent and
minor party Cross-bench Senators so make sure they get
one of your letters.
Be active -- it couldn’t be much easier; just fill in the
blanks and post it.
Regarding the House of Representatives is concerned,
an appropriate petition is being drafted.
Watch this space!
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